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Abstract
Values constitute a powerful contextual force that has far reaching effects. Based on the
observations of Soeters et al. (2006) as well as Grojean & Thomas (2006), it is evident that
values can shape international collaboration, mission execution, and inter-organization
cooperation as well as the assumptions and expectations of personnel. This paper explores how
an understanding of value structures impact individuals as well as organizations, and is critical to
successful leadership in military contexts.
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Values are arguably one of the most impactful factors that drive intercultural and
organizational interactions. Values constitute an important antecedent to how members of
different cultural groups conceptualize and approach events (Soeters, Poponete, & Page, 2006).
Furthermore, values are a powerful contextual force that shapes organizational functioning
(Grojean & Thomas, 2006). Each culture, organization, and individual has a set of values (House
et al., 2004; Schwartz, 2006).
When values are understood and leveraged successfully, positive outcomes are more
easily attained by organizations and individuals alike. For instance, military organizations can
better interact when similarities and differences in terms of assumptions and standard codes of
conduct as predicated by values are understood (Soeters et al., 2006). Additionally, military
service members function better in organizations with values that are congruent with their own
(Grojean & Thomas, 2006).
Defining Values
Hofstede (1980) defines values as “a broad tendency to prefer certain states of affairs
over others” (p.18), while Rokeach (1973) defines a value as “an enduring belief that a specific
mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or
converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence” (p.5). A related definition is offered by
Schwartz (1994, 2006), who describes values as guiding principles in people’s lives.
Despite the small differences in these definitions of values, most researchers agree that
values have valences and can vary in intensity. That is, people’s values can differ in their
direction, and in the degree to which people subscribe to them. Furthermore, researchers also
agree that values serve as standards for both judgment and justification of actions (Grojean &
Thomas, 2006).
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Beyond these basic attributes of values, values researchers have found that values are
related to the social processes within teams (Chen, Brockner, & Katz, 1998; Gelfand, Erez, &
Aycan, 2007; Halevy & Sagiv, 2008), leadership within organizations (House et al., 1999), and
that values can be detected at multiple levels of analysis, including that of the individual, team,
organization, and culture (e.g. Hofstede, 1980; House et al., 1999; Schwarz, 1994). It has also
been noted that cultural values can be linked to aircraft accidents (Hofstede, 1991), and—more to
the point of the current discussion—to national styles in fighting, warring, and controlling
foreign occupied areas (Soeters et al., 2006).
To expand on this perspective, the remainder of this paper is dedicated to discussing two
of the most noteworthy reviews regarding the relevancy of values to military operations. The
first review provided by Soeters et al. (2006) describes how cultural values are related to national
styles of dealing with military conflicts and discusses the implications of these observations in
terms of force protection, military styles, and operational goals. The second review, provided by
Grojean and Thomas (2006), offers a discussion on how values are related to the performance of
service members.
Relating Values to National styles of Dealing with Conflict
Soeters et al. (2006) point out that there is a supranational set of values that are reflected
in militaries around the world. In the military contexts referenced, including those of Italy
Germany, Denmark, the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States, and Norway, these values
reflect a higher level of hierarchy and power differentials as well as higher levels of
interdependence.
Despite these similarities, militaries around the world also differ quite substantially in
terms of their culturally derived values. Such value differences are evident in the different levels
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of hierarchy, the need for formal rules, and power differentials, as expressed in different military
forces (Page, 2003; Soeters et al., 2006; Soeters & Recht, 2001).
These differences in cultural values are related to a number of military-related
phenomena such as the amount of forceful pressure that is exerted to resolve conflicts. Some
countries rely on political resolutions of conflict, while others rely more heavily on the use of
military force to solve internal conflicts. For instance, Belgium has pursued political resolution
in terms of the conflict between its ethnically French and Flemish populations while military
action was used to resolve similar issues in countries like the former Yugoslavia, Greece,
Turkey, and Iraq.
Similarly, cultural values can also be related to the methods used by countries to gain
international influence and resolve conflicts beyond their borders. Notably, during colonial
times, the Dutch have commonly used trade and economic development to gain influence
(Voorhoewe, 1979), while the British and the French were known for their use of force to
achieve similar aims (Soeters et al., 2006).
Implications for the Military
Soeters et al. (2006) argue that cultural values have a tremendous impact on the working
styles of the militaries of different countries. To motivate this observation, they point out that
Turkish and British officers want to be addressed by their subordinates in a completely different
manner than Dutch or Danish officers, with the former officers expecting deference and respect
from their subordinates, while the latter officers expect collegiality from their subordinates. They
also point out that officers in the Turkish, British, and German militaries do not tolerate
contradiction by their subordinates, while their Dutch and Danish counterparts expect open
communication and consultation with their subordinates as a matter of course (Duine, 1998).
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Furthermore, at the cultural level of analysis, the style of militaries can be mapped in
accordance with value structures such as those of Hofstede (1980). For instance, one of the
cultural value dimensions described by Hofstede, masculinity (referring to an orientation toward
accomplishing achievement at all costs), can be related to more robust military action. As
examples, Soeters et al. (2006) cite the use of force to achieve operational goals by American,
British, and Australian forces in places like Iraq, the Falklands, and East Timor. They place these
observations in contrast with the more feminine cultural values of countries like the Netherlands,
whose military forces more commonly operate on the premises of consensus, consultation, and
compromise to achieve their operational goals.
These observations indicate that when the militaries of different countries are required to
serve together in multinational military operations there may be some disparities in terms of the
value orientations that, in turn, may result in substantial operational and organizational
challenges. The biggest of these challenges is the adherence to specific and unique national lines
of command and policies rather than capitulating to the norms established within the
multinational force.
Examples of instances where problems due to difference in cultural values were detected
are plentiful in the military literature. One example offered by Soeters et al. (2006) was obtained
during the joint peacekeeping operations in the Kosovo conflict of the 1990s. During this
conflict, members of the Dutch and Turkish forces were required to cooperate under Dutch
command. The Turkish commanding officers balked at the notion of receiving orders from Dutch
superiors and often conferred with their own superiors within the conflict region as well as at
home in Turkey before they made decisions. This resulted in inefficiencies, frustration, and poor
execution of the mission.
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Another example referenced by Soeters et al. (2006) stems from observations made in
Camp Warehouse in Kabul, Afghanistan, during the International Security Force Assistance
Force (ISAF) operation. In this camp, members of different countries’ military services were
required to live and work in close proximity. As is commonly experienced in such a setting,
minor conflicts regarding acceptable behavior, noise levels, the use of alcohol, food, leadership
styles, and safety matters were common. These conflicts, even in a camp as small as that of the
ISAF, had the net impact of causing the members of different countries’ military services to
isolate themselves while marginalizing the members of other militaries represented in the camp
(Soeters & Moelker, 2003).
Soeters et al. (2006) describe a number of actions that are available to members of
military services to cope with these types of conflicts. As an organizing framework of these
actions, these authors refer to John Berry’s (2004) acculturation model. The first option within
the Berry framework is that of assimilation. This is a desirable course of action when other
cultural groups are deemed to be outstanding and maintaining identity is not a prominent
concern. By assimilating, one group becomes similar to another. Commonly, this is the
expectation of a larger contingent in multinational peacekeeping forces such as that of the United
States in Afghanistan. This expectation does not pose a problem as long as the smaller forces are
not opposed to the idea of assimilation. If they are, as previously discussed, other strategies may
be more effective (Soeters et al., 2006).
According to the Berry (2004) framework, separation and mutual accommodation are
two other potential solutions. Separation involves the distribution of responsibilities and
functions of military services in a non-overlapping way. Soeters et al. (2006) point out that this
was the strategy that was behind the division of national contingents’ responsibilities according
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to geographical regions. Conversely, mutual accommodation involves the synergistic
combination of all military services into a cohesive whole that is more than its constituent parts.
This is the ideal solution; however, for this to be possible power should be balanced and people
should be adept at working within inter-cultural environments.
Based on this discussion, it is evident that values can have a fundamental impact on how
members of different militaries pursue their operational goals, as well as how members of
different military organizations cooperate.
Relating values to military performance
On a more granular level, values can also be related to the performance of military
personnel, according to Grojean and Thomas (2006). These authors contend that values at both
the organizational and individual levels of analysis have a direct bearing on a variety of
outcomes within the military context.
Specifically, Grojean and Thomas (2006) argue that values at both the individual and
organizational level of analysis may impact the socialization of military members into new
organizations. If the military members can fit into the new organization, they will attain specific
role identities (i.e., they will be able to determine proper behaviors, salient value orientations,
relevant attitudes in specific situations; Leonard, Beauvais, & Scholl, 1999). Otherwise, they will
likely leave their organization. Similarly, if role identities can be attained, a host of positive
outcomes are argued to precipitate, including mastery of specific tasks, the attainment of
collective efficacy within the organization, organizational cohesion, and commitment to the
organization and its goals. In turn, these outcomes are related to the task performance and
contextual performance of individual service members.
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Task performance is reflected by behaviors that are associated with the accomplishment
of the fundamental aspects of work. Formally, task performance is broadly defined as activities
that “contribute to an organization’s technical core [that is the process by which raw materials
are converted into organizational products] …directly by implementing a part of its technological
processes, or indirectly by providing it with needed materials” (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993, p
73). In contrast to task performance, contextual performance is defined as pro-social behaviors,
such as helping others and persevering with extra effort (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993). These
behaviors do not directly contribute to organizations’ technical core, but are instead oriented to
supporting the organizational, “social, and psychological environment in which the technical
core must function” (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993, p 73). Furthermore, unlike task performance,
contextual performance is not job specific. In other words, the behaviors that comprise
contextual performance are common to many jobs (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993).
The following figure illustrates the process as described by Grojean and Thomas (2006):
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Figure 1. Values to Performance Model (Grojean & Thomas, 2006)
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According to this model, it is evident that individual values interact with those of
organizations to shape an individual’s work-related performance. Although the linkage between
values and work performance is mediated by other factors, it is important to consider how
organizational values can contribute to the effective socialization of military service members,
and thereby facilitate their successful functioning. These observations correspond to the
Attraction-Selection-Attrition (ASA) Framework (Schneider, 1987; Schneider, Goldstein, &
Smith, 1995).
The ASA framework indicates that people are differentially attracted to organizations
based on what they value in terms of a work environment. Furthermore, the ASA theory
contends that individuals that best fit with internal organizational environments are selected by
organizations and that individuals who determine they do not fit with organizations’ internal
environments tend to leave. Collectively, these observations indicate that values of individuals
and organizations interact dynamically to facilitate performance of both individuals and
organizations.
Conclusion
Values constitute a powerful contextual force that has far-reaching effects. Based on the
observations of Soeters et al. (2006), it is evident that values can shape international
collaboration, mission execution, and inter-organization cooperation as well as the assumptions
and expectations of personnel. By extension, values clashes or ill-understood values of partners
can contribute to poor collaboration, failed missions, and inter-organizational strife.
On a more molar level, values can also influence how organizational members perform
their work and whether they choose to commit to military service as a long-term career.
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Therefore, it is critical to understand and align individual service members’ and organizational
values as a means by which to maximize performance and retention of personnel.
Understanding value structures and how values impact individuals as well as
organizations is critical to successful leadership in any organizational context. However, the
importance of this understanding is amplified in contexts, such as those where military action is
involved, where value conflicts can lead to the loss of life or the successful resolution of armed
conflicts.
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